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                 If I were a hundred rupees note... 

                                                                              

 

 

 

                                                                           Ritwik Raj Mishra 

                                                                          Std-IV-E,Admn.No-5821 

 

If I were a hundred rupees note, life would have been amazing as that of a roller coaster ride. 

My value has gone for a toss over the years. My size and colour has also changed to adapt to 

the new generation. I look much smarter now. I come across many people of different 

segments and age groups, everyday. Sometimes, I am someone‟s pocket money, a complete 

meal for a daily labour‟s family or just a tip for a diner at a restaurant. While travelling, I 

have witnessed the vast culture, diversity and love among our people. My recent owner has 

donated me for a very noble cause “Cauvery Calling” for which I am proud to be a hundred 

rupees note. 

 



     

                              Bhubaneshwar 

                                                                   

 

 

 

               Divyansha Bal 
                                                                                 Std-6-A Admin No-3215 
The capital of Odisha, Bhubaneswar is popularly known as the Temple city of India also 

known as „Smart City Bhubaneswar‟.This city is amazing and is full of amazements and 

opportunities.NowBhubaneswar is considered as one of the fastest-growing cities in India. 

Beautification, Renovation, Education, Infrastructure, Real estate, Health and in many more 

sectors the city has seen massive growth in the past two decades. The new Bhubaneswar 

with its modern buildings and extensive infrastructure true perfectly complements its historic 

surroundings. Life here is really different! Its just the same but different people living well 

almost together, making efforts for a better future, struggling to find their ways and most 

importantly striving to make life better. With their differences and their dreams, all are 

proceeding .Living in Bhubaneswar will make you realize how so many people from 

different cultures, states and countries can call this city their home. Be it be traveling in the 

same crowded bus local autos or in own vehicles, sharing a flat and standing together during 

the most devastated cyclone Fani. It has affected the city badly, but people here are stronger 

than any cyclone, they stand together and are still making efforts to get back the city to its 



previous stage. This city is a special, unique city. It has many names but I would call this city 

the city of hopes, the city of new opportunities and the city of brotherhood. 

FRIENDSHIP 

                                                              

                                                                                  

 

 

Anshika Mishra 

                                                 Std- IV-H,Admn. No- 4684 

Friends live together, 

Friendship stays forever. 

Friends are very good, 

While playing we are in a mood. 

Sometimes we fight… 

And sometimes we are quiet… 

We talk in the class, 

We drink from the same glass. 

My friend is very cute, 

She loves to play with flute. 

We sit in one chair, 

Our friendship is a good pair. 

We play together, 

My friend is my soul sister. 



 

 GARBAGE TRUCK 

 

                                                                                       

 

 

  Sourya Agarwal 

                                                                                   Std-V-C, Admn. No. 2998 

 

Garbage Truck!  Garbage Truck! 

Come over here, 

Take my garbage and my trash, 

And throw it out of here. 

Garbage Truck!  Garbage Truck! 

Come over here, 

Clean my backyard as it feels a mess. 

Make it clear. 

Garbage Truck!  Garbage Truck! 

Come over here, 

Take your reward for doing my chores… 

Guess what is it? 

A new battery to keep you energetic 

 

. 



 

Friends  

 
 

 

                                                                                          

 

 

 

                                                                                         Amrita Mishra  

                                                

                                                                                         Std-8-E,Admn.No-1792  
 

 

We are like flowers  

with blessings that shower, 

Like the droplets of rain 

those of love we gain... 

 

We are like petals, 

with hearts not like metals ,  

With a feeling of love, 

ahead we move .... 

 

This is our friendship, 

full of fun and gossip, 

Which grows like a root ,  

with a sense of brotherhood... 


